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Roadmap
• F
Following
ll i a severe liquidity
li idit crisis,
i i companies
i in
i the
th U.S.
US
and Europe hold $2‐3 Trillion in cash today
g up
p key
y questions
q
• This is an all time record! And brings
about credit markets and financial management
• How did we get here?!
• I plan
l to
t provide
id an overview
i
off the
th literature
lit t
on
corporate liquidity
papers
p
and
• This will be a “selective” discussion of p
evidence that shape the debate and my own views
• A timeline…
−
−
−
−
−

What did we know about liquidity management before 2008?
What happened with corporate liquidity in 2008‐9?
What are the lessons learned from the Financial Crisis?
What is happening
pp
g now?
Going forward…Some predictions
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What we knew about liquidity before 2008
• The Financial Crisis taught us a new
ne lessons on the
importance of access to liquidity for companies
• But researchers already
y knew a few important
p
things
g
• Observing firms’ (cash) data we had already figured…
– Firms save cash “excessively” because markets are “imperfect”
– Idea: Firms have profitable new projects/ideas,
projects/ideas but capital markets
“can’t see it”, “don’t believe it”, “don’t trust firms”, “can’t liquidate assets”
– Almeida, Campello, and Weisbach (JF, 2004; JCF, 2011)

Almeida, H., M. Campello, and M. Weisbach, 2004, “The Cash Flow Sensitivity of Cash,” Journal of
Finance 59, 1777–1804.
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What we knew about liquidity before 2008
• Fi
Firms also
l use cash
h (and
( d debt)
d bt) to
t hedge
h d liquidity
li idit needs
d
• Building on model by Froot, Scharfstein, and Stein (JF, 1993);
Acharya,
y , Almeida,, and Campello
p
(JFI,, 2007)) show that firms
(J
w/ high (low) “hedging needs” save cash (debt capacity)

Acharya, V., H. Almeida, and M. Campello 2007, “Is Cash Negative Debt? A Hedging Perspective on
Corporate Financial Policies,” Journal of Financial Intermediation 16, 515‐554.
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What we knew about liquidity before 2008
• Li
Liquidity
idit managementt should
h ld b
be off particular
ti l iinterest
t
t ffor
the economy if cash influences investment
• It is hard to establish causation on this issue,, but evidence
suggests that cash and investment are linked
− Opler, Pinkowitz, Stulz, and Williamson (JFE, 1999)
Investment

Opler, T., L. Pinkowitz, R. Stulz, and R. Williamson, 1999, “The Determinants and Implications
of Corporate Cash Holdings,” Journal of Financial Economics 52, 3‐46.
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What we knew about liquidity before 2008
• Researchers also noticed that firms were
ere accumulating
cash in the years leading up to the Crisis
• Accumulation was pronounced across “riskier firms”
• Rationale:
R ti l U.S.
U S switching
i hi to a service
i economy, where
h
firms
fi
are fast‐growing, start early/small, at the cutting edge of
technology, have few hard assets to serve as collateral

Bates, T., K. Kahle, and R. Stulz, 2009, “Why Do U.S. Firms Hold So Much More Cash than They Used
To?” Journal of Finance 64, 1985‐2022.
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Liquidity management before 2008: Bubble
• The link between
bet een capital market frictions and firm liquidity
management can be teased out from 1990’s tech bubble
• Rise in tech stocks (bubble) was mimicked by a price run‐up
i old‐economy
in
ld
fi
firms,
this
hi without
ih
much
h “f
“fundamentals”
d
l ”
• Constrained, non‐tech firms issued stocks in response to
overvaluation in the bubble and saved the cash they raised
• Unconstrained firms did not act on bubbly prices

Campello, M., and J. Graham, 2011, ”Do Stock Prices Influence Corporate Decisions? Evidence from
the Technology Bubble,” forthcoming, Journal of Financial Economics.
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Liquidity management before 2008: The HIA
• Th
The mostt important
i
t t eventt affecting
ff ti corporate
t liquidity
li idit in
i
years preceding the Financial Crisis was a law change
a ge, po
positive
i i e shock
o to liquidity!
q
y
• It was a large,
• In 2003, it was estimated that U.S. firms had $1 Trillion in
cash parked in foreign subs
• Congress: ”If we bring this cash home things might get better!”
• In 2004, as a part of the American Jobs Creation Act (AJCA),
Congress passed the Homeland Investment Act (HIA)
• The HIA was a “one‐time” tax break for MNCs allowing
g cash abroad with a low tax rate
them to bring
– Repatriated cash dividends taxed at 5.25%, rather than 35%

• Congress predicted that 500,000 new jobs would be created
over 2 years as a result of funding investment with this cash
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Liquidity management before 2008: The HIA
• Did American
A
i
fi
firms b
bring
i money back
b k home?
h
?
• Not exactly $1 Tri, but some $400 Bi

Dharmapala, D., F. Foley, and K. Forbes, 2011, ʺWatch What I Do, Not What I Say: The Unintended
Consequences of the Homeland Investment Act,ʺ Journal of Finance 66, 753‐788.
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Liquidity management before 2008: The HIA
• Th
The million
illi (or
( trillion)
t illi ) d
dollar
ll question:
ti
Did companies
i hi
hire
workers with their HIA repatriated funds?
• What CFOs said…
• What the hard data said…
Repatriations did not lead to an increase in domestic investment,
d
domestic
ti employment
l
t or R&D—even
R&D
f the
for
th firms
fi
th t appearedd tto be
that
b
financially constrained or lobbied for the holiday. Instead, estimates
indicate that a $1 increase in repatriations was associated with a
$0.60‐$0.92 increase in payouts to shareholders—despite regulations
stating that such expenditures were not a permitted use of
p
qqualifying
fy g for
f the tax holiday.
y
repatriations

Dharmapala, D., F. Foley, and K. Forbes, 2011, ”Watch What I Do, Not What I Say: The Unintended
Consequences of the Homeland Investment Act,” Journal of Finance 66, 753‐788.
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Liquidity management: Another HIA?
• Th
There is
i a political
liti l debate
d b t going
i into
i t 2012 about
b t whether
h th
another version of the HIA should be enacted
put “liquidity
q
y trapped
pp abroad” at $$1 Trillion
• Estimates p
− Google, Pfizer, Cisco, J&J, GE; “WIN America” lobbying group

• Democrats argue against repatriation as firms will get used
to tax breaks
b k and
d iin the
h llong run invest
i
even more abroad
b d
(more jobs will be lost in the U.S.)
• Republicans say the next time one could ensure firms will
invest, create jobs in U.S. with new monitoring put in place
• The issue made into the current U.S. presidential cycle
• If I were to bet…I’d say that we will see a reincarnation of the
HIA (in some form) sometime in Congress
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Liquidity management before 2008: Economy
• While firms did their thing with
ith their cash
cash…the
the economy
was moving into new directions in the early 2000’s
• Household debt service ((wrt income)) was soaring,
g
and so was the value of mortgages (wrt house values)
• Financial institutions, too, were levering up
• Industrial
I du t ial fi
firms, by contrast,
o t a t were
e e de‐levering
de le e i
• In fact, their cash could be used to pay their debt and
they
y had “negative
g
debt” in 2004,, 2005,, and 2006
[Bates, Khale, and Stulz (JF, 2009)]
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Liquidity management in 2007: August panic
• R
Reversall in
i h
house prices
i
ti
triggers
d f lt off subprime
defaults
b i
mortgages into 2007
• Defaults hit fin. institutions that invested heavily
y in ABS
– Collapse of Bear Sterns’ hedge funds in June 2007

• In August 2007, investors would not roll over S‐T financing
to highly
highly‐levered
levered institutions (run on BNP Paribas
Paribas’ SIVs)
• Spreads on S‐T instruments reached historical highs
• C
Credit
edit markets
a kets “froze”
o e w/ spillover
spi ove into
i to L‐T iinstruments:
st u e ts:
– Shortage of S‐T financing softened demand for L‐T bonds by
hedge funds and insurance companies
– The collapse of the repo market also affected the demand for
bonds, used as collateral for borrowing

• Spreads on L‐T corporate bonds reached historical highs
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Liquidity management in 2007: August panic
•
•
•
•

Panic
P
i off Aug.
A
2007:
2007 First
Fi t signs
i
off liquidity
li idit shortage
h t
f firms
for
fi
Firms with debt maturing then had a hard time refinancing
Q: Would this affect real investment spending?
Q
p
g Cash?
Evidence from a Diff‐in‐Diff + Matching approach

Investment drop of 35%
Almeida, H., M. Campello, B. Laranjeira, and S. Weisbenner, 2012, “Corporate Debt Maturity and the
Real Effects of the 2007 Credit Crisis,” Critical Finance Review 1, 3‐56.
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Liquidity management in 2007: August panic
• Fi
Firms did nott fail
f il att th
thatt ti
time ffor llack
k off li
liquidity
idit
• Q: How did they manage to payoff their maturing debt?
• Theyy had to take a number off additional drastic actions…

Almeida, H., M. Campello, B. Laranjeira, and S. Weisbenner, 2012, “Corporate Debt Maturity and the
Real Effects of the 2007 Credit Crisis,” Critical Finance Review 1, 3‐56.
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Liquidity management: The Financial Crisis
• Then
Th there
th iis a systemic
t i li
liquidity
idit crisis…
ii
• The bad news:
– Catastrophic (Lehman‐type) failures can happen
– Capital markets can fail altogether
– Liquidity may just disappear!

• Does internal liquidity
q
y matter then?
• Cash only? Other instruments?
• Firms with more cash did better in the Crisis
– Duchin,
Duchin Ozbas,
Ozbas and Sensoy (JFE,
(JFE 2010)
– Campello, Graham, and Harvey (JFE, 2010)

Duchin, R., O. Ozbas, and B. Sensoy, 2010, “Costly External Finance, Corporate Investment, and the
Subprime Mortgage Credit Crisis,” Journal of Financial Economics 97, 418‐435.
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Liquidity management: The Financial Crisis
• C
Cash
h was ffairly
i l abundant,
b d t b
butt eventually
t ll fi
firms ran outt off it
• What happens then? …Enter Lines of Credit
y profitable
p
• Prior belief was that LCs weren’t reliable as only
firms seemed to have access to LCs [Sufi (RFS, 2009)]
• But aggregate data showed a “strange growth” in banks’
loan portfolios during the Crisis
• Surprising facts: [Ivashina and Scharfstein (JFE, 2010)]
g
• No new, ffresh lending!
• Just firms drawing on their pre‐existing LCs!
• Some $120 Bi
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Liquidity management: The Financial Crisis
• A
As it turned
t
d out,
t access tto LC
LCs was crucial
i l for
f corporate
t
liquidity management during the Crisis
• Campello, Graham, and Harvey (JFE, 2010) ask 1,050 CFOs in
40 countries about their cash and LCs in Jan. 2009 (peak)
• U.S. CFOs say (FConst/FUnc matched samples):

One year into FC
cash down by 25%!

LCs remain
constant

Campello, M., J. Graham, and C. Harvey, 2010, “The Real Effects of Financial Constraints: Evidence
from a Financial Crisis,” Journal of Financial Economics 97, 470‐487.
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Liquidity management: The Financial Crisis
•
•
•
•

OK: LCs
OK
LC were available
il bl
But: Did firms really drawdown LCs? Did terms change?
q
y under their LCs?
What did firms do with the liquidity
Campello, Giambona, Graham, and Harvey (RFS, 2011;
RF, 2012) ask CFOs in the U.S. and Europe
• Other
Othe facts
fa t about LCs
LC in
i the Crisis
C i%iof[Campello
[Ca
etfrom
al.
al (2011)]
liquidity ello
coming
LCs
−
−
−
−

Maturities did not change much (nor commitment fees)
Some 19% of the firms with LCs violated a covenant
Of these firms, only 9% had their lines cancelled
Most violators renegotiated their lines, with similar maturities,
but higher
g
spreads,
p
and lower amounts

Campello, M., E. Giambona, J. Graham, and C. Harvey, 2011, “Liquidity Management and Corporate
Investment During a Financial Crisis,” Review of Financial Studies 26, 1944‐1979.
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Liquidity management: The Financial Crisis
•
•
•
•

Whatt do
Wh
d firms
fi
d
do with
ith the
th liquidity
li idit under
d th
their
i LC
LCs??
Do LCs work together w/ cash in firm liquidity mgmt?
g invest, hiring,
g R&D?
Do LCs affect real‐side decisions; e.g.,
Key to look at these issues when firms face external
liquidity shortages (prior papers looked only at “good times”)
• II’ll
ll skip tables
tables, but LCs affectAtreal
decisions
decisions, and interact
high levels of LC
with cash in the process [graph]
firms use their cash to
At low levels off LC
firms don’t spend their
cash with investment,
they save

invest

Campello, M., E. Giambona, J. Graham, and C. Harvey, 2011, “Liquidity Management and Corporate
Investment During a Financial Crisis,” Review of Financial Studies 26, 1944‐1979.
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Liquidity management: More on LCs
• A
Apparently,
tl LCs
LC worked
k d as “liquidity
“li idit insurance”
i
” in
i the
th FC!
• But LCs had a perverse effect: Firms drew cash strategically
((even when theyy didn’t need; for
f ffear banks would be in trouble)
– Ivashina and Scharfstein (JFE, 2010); Campello et al. (JFE, 2010)

Campello, M., J. Graham, and C. Harvey, 2010, “The Real Effects of Financial Constraints: Evidence
f
from
a Financial
Fi
i l Crisis,”
C i i ” Journal
J
l off Financial
Fi
i l Economics
E
i 97,
97 470‐487.
470 487

• Firms’ behaviors created problems for financial
institutions with a lot of LCs outstanding
g
– Lehman co‐syndicates, CIT Group (bankruptcy)
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Liquidity management: More on LCs
• Th
The Financial
Fi
i l Crisis
C i i showed
h
d that
th t banks
b k may nott b
be able
bl tto
provide funds for all firms at all times via LCs
g up
p important
p
q
questions about liquidity
q
y
• This brings
management, esp. about LCs:
–
–
–
–
–
–

What are LCs anyways?
Should we think of LCs as liquidity insurance?
Can they insure firms against aggregate risk exposure?
Are banks in the best position to provide that insurance?
Which firms should demand LCs (rather than save cash)?
How do LCs and cash generally interact (beyond Crisis mode)?

• More fundamental research is needed
• And this research lies somewhere between corporate
finance and banking
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Liquidity management: More on LCs
• Coming
C i outt off th
the C
Crisis,
i i we see more news lik
like (July,
(J l 2011):
2011)
– JPMorgan and Citigroup are scaling back Rite Aid’s $650M line by $200M
after the firm tried to extend it. That prompted the drugstore chain to obtain a
new $225M term
t
lloan ffrom Citi
Citigroup with
ith annuall iinterest
t
t off 15%
15%.

• Rite Aid is a cyclical firm, with a Beta of 2.5
• And Citibank had been extending
g its clientele base to
cyclical firms…Should it really do so?
• A simple sorting on Betas shows that systematically riskier
firms had always used less LCs‐to‐Cash
LCs to Cash (before the Crisis)
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Liquidity management: More on LCs
• A
Acharya,
h
Almeida,
Al id and
d Campello
C
ll (WP,
(WP 2011) develop
d
l a
model of demand for LC as a function of aggregate risk
y be g
good at p
providing
g insurance
• Insight: While banks may
against idiosyncratic risks, they are not the best providers of
liquidity insurance for systematically risky firms
Firm
Firm

Firm
Firm

BANK
Firm

Firm
Firm
Firm
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Liquidity management: More on LCs
• H
Hypothesis:
th i In
I equilibrium,
ilib i
it is
i optimal
ti l for
f high
hi h beta
b t firms
fi
to hold less LCs (wrt cash)
• This is what the data show

Acharya, V., H. Almeida, and M, Campello, 2011, “Aggregate Risk and the Choice between Cash and
Lines of Credit,” NBER WP.
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Liquidity management: More on LCs
• A
Another
th hhypothesis:
th i In
I times
ti
off hi
high
h aggregate
t risk
i k (VIX)
firms will initiate less LCs and save more cash
• This is consistent with the data

Acharya, V., H. Almeida, and M, Campello, 2011, “Aggregate Risk and the Choice between Cash and
Lines of Credit,” NBER WP.
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Liquidity management: More on LCs
• Y
Yett another
th hhypothesis:
th i In
I times
ti
off hi
high
h aggregate
t risk
i k (VIX)
banks with more LC exposure have higher return volatility
• This
i iis aalso
o consistent
o i e with
i thee data
aa

Acharya,
A
ha ya V.,
V H.
H Almeida,
Al eida and
a d M,
M Campello,
Ca ello 2011,
2011 “Aggregate
“A
e ate Risk
Ri k and
a d the Choice
Choi e between
bet ee Cash
Ca h and
a d
Lines of Credit,” NBER WP.

• Lessons: Banks create liquidity pooling idiosyncratic, not
systematic risks. LCs impose risks for banks so they charge
higher fees/markups for cyclical firms. Cyclical firms will
prefer cash to LCs, more so when aggregate risk is high
LCs + Aggregate Risk is not a good thing for banks!
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Liquidity management after 2008
• Si
Since th
the C
Crisis
i i fi
firms h
have b
been saving
i a lot
l t off cashh
• We are at the highest level of cash hoarding
((both in $ Vol.
o oor aas % of aassets)
e )
2000
1800
1600

All Firms…

Total Cash and Cash Equivalents
(U.S. Non‐financials, non‐utilities)

1400
1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
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Liquidity management after 2008
• F
Following
ll i th
the C
Crisis,
i i firms
fi
iin the
th U.S.
U S and
d Europe
E
h
have
accumulated over $2 Trillion in their cash accounts
– Apple
pp alone has $100 Bi (65%
(
of it outside of the U.S.))

• How did this happen?
• Six main reasons:
– Low investment levels (due to uncertainty) relative to stable
operating cash flows (U.S. not in a recession)
– Low interest costs on reduced debt levels
– Difficult access to liquidity in capital markets
(e.g., anemic stock markets, CP markets)
– Low cash distributions (unclear if investors want the cash)
– Slow down in acquisition activity
– U.S.
U S worldwide tax system trapping cash inside firms
(though overseas)
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Liquidity after 2008: What to do?
• Wh
Whatt can fi
firms ddo??
??
• Keep saving?
– At some p
point they’ll
y face p
pressure from investors to g
get cash back
– This also increases likelihood of becoming a target in a hostile deal

• Repurchase stocks, pay large dividends, retire debt?
– Th
The market
k t has
h rewarded
d d this
thi in
i the
th last
l t 3 years (esp.
(
activism)
ti i )
– But there is a limit for these actions: Repurchasing stocks may lead
to undesirable increases in debt/equity ratios, change in risk profile

• Invest in new projects?
– Possible, but a risky proposition in an uncertain environment
– New,
New yet
yet‐to‐be‐built
to be built assets typically don
don’tt sell at discounted prices
prices,
not even in bad times
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Liquidity after 2008: What to do?
• Buy
B other
th companies?
i ?
• There are signs of increased activity in M&As
• A slew of recent deals in the services/tech industry
– Oracle buying cloud‐based firm RightNow Technologies for $1.4 Bi
– Dell bought Perot Systems, a “business solutions” firm,
for $3.9 Bi
– Xerox is bidding $6.4 Bi for an outsourcing firm called Affiliated
Computer
p
Services
– Hewlett‐Packard paid $14 Bi for EDS, an “IT applications provider”

• CFOs say they are planning to buy (or sell) assets in 2012‐3
• Unclear
U l iff these
h deals
d l will
ll be
b profitable,
f bl but
b they
h sure cost cash!
h
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Liquidity after 2008: What’s likely to happen
• H
Here’s
’ what
h t I‐Bankers
IB k
are telling
t lli CFOs
CFO these
th
days…
d
(excepts from a recent newsletter)
1. “Enhance shareholder value via distributions”
2. “Lock‐in historically cheap financing”
3. and not surprisingly…“Renew M&A discussions”

• Yet
Yet, a recent survey (Sept
(Sept., 2011) shows that 55% of CFOs
want at least another year to decide what to with their cash
− This is higher than previous estimate of 45%
− Are they going to hoard more cash?

• Perhaps they will, but at the end of the day CFOs will
realize they live in a world of:
− Relatively undervalued stocks, thus “cheap” targets
− Large cash stocks in some firms (esp. larger ones)
− High
Hi h uncertainty,
t i t making
ki it difficult
diffi lt to
t start
t t new
businesses/investments from the ground up
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Liquidity after 2008: What’s likely to happen
• Whil
While A
Apple
l may seen an exception,
ti
th
the d
data
t show
h
th
thatt
cash is becoming concentrated in the hands of a few firms…
• The 5% richest ones…
2000
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1800
5%≈ 200
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Liquidity after 2008: What’s likely to happen
• P
Prediction:
di ti After
Aft the
th “smoke
“
k clears”
l
” , we might
i ht b
be in
i for
f a
tsunami of cash‐based (not stock‐based) M&A activity, with
cash trapped
pp in large
g firms used to buy
y existingg ffirms
− We may see a lot of hostile takeovers in particular
− Perhaps overseas targets (Asia, S.A.), where economic growth is
happening and where the cash is parked
happening,
− Overseas targets might be particularly easier to justify!

• Of course, the use of cash in acquisitions
q
should not be a
function of the fact that firms have cash, but of the fact
they actually have good investment opportunities
• Too much
u h of this
thi new
e cash‐based
a h ba ed spending
e di may
ay lead to
waste in corporate wealth
• Regardless,
ega e , it
i will
i bee good
goo too bee in
i investment
i e e banking
a i g in
i thee
next few years!
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